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Aim of this master’s thesis was to study changes in properties of lime mud during mechanical 

compression. Changes in properties of lime mud have effect on kraft pulp mills white liquor 

plant and chemical recovery cycle. The density of lime mud had effect on transportation and 

solid content had effect on energy consumption of lime kiln.  

The literature part of this master thesis includes a brief review of kraft pulp mill and chemical 

recovery cycle, introductions to rheology and compression and also chapter of properties of 

lime mud. Rheology and compression chapters are focused to powder form materials in addition 

to the general review. Chapter of properties of lime mud focuses on impurities, particle size and 

previous rheological studies.  

In experimental part rheological properties of lime mud were measured. Viscosity- and flow 

curves were measured at different solid contents of lime mud. Loss factor experiments were 

done also for lime mud at different solid contents. Compression tests were performed with 

hydraulic press and screw press. Saturation, porosity, density, solid content and particle size 

changes were measured during compression experiments. 

The rheological properties changed based on solid content of lime mud in all rheological 

experiments. Compression influenced particle size and density during experiments. In the screw 

press experiments the changes in particle size of lime mud were remarkable which effected 

density changes significantly with solid content. 
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Tässä diplomityössä on tutkittu meesan ominaisuuksia ja niissä tapahtuvia muutoksia 

puristamisen yhteydessä. Muutokset meesan ominaisuuksissa vaikuttavat sellutehtaan 

valkolipeälaitoksen toimintaa ja kemikaalikiertoon.  Meesan tiheys vaikuttaa muun muassa sen 

kuljettamiseen ja meesan kiintoainepitoisuus meesauunin energian kulutukseen.  

Kirjallisuusosassa on lyhyt läpikäynti sulfaattisellutehtaasta ja sen kemikaalikierrosta. Tämän 

jälkeen työssä käydään läpi reologiaa ja puristumisen teoriaa keskittyen jauhemaisiin 

materiaaleihin. Kirjallisuusosan lopussa käsitellään vielä meesan keskeisimpiä ominaisuuksia 

kuten epäpuhtauksia, partikkelikokoa ja aiempia reologisia mittaustuloksia.  

Kokeellisessa osassa on tutkittu meesan reologisia ominaisuuksia kiintoainepitoisuuden 

muuttuessa. Viskositeetti- ja virtauskäyrät sekä häviötekijä kokeita suoritettiin meesalle. 

Häviötekijä kokeessa mitattiin voimaa, jossa meesan käytös muuttuu elastisesta viskoottiseksi 

eri kiintoainepitoisuuksissa. Puristuskokeita tehtiin prässillä sekä ruuvipuristimella. 

Puristuskokeissa mitattiin muutoksia meesan kiintoainepitoisuudessa, partikkelikoossa sekä 

tiheydessä puristuksen yhteydessä.  

Reologisten ominaisuuksien havaittiin muuttuvan kiintoainepitoisuuden muuttuessa kaikissa 

kokeissa. Puristaminen vaikutti meesan tiheyteen ja partikkelikokoon. Ruuvipuristinkokeissa 

havaittiin huomattavaa partikkelikoon pienenemistä, mikä vaikutti meesan tiheyden muutoksiin 

kiintoainepitoisuuden kanssa.  
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SYMBOLS 

 

A Area of plate, m2 

F Force, N 

G Shear modulus, - 

h Gap of plates, m 

k Conversion factor – independent of cone angle, - 

K Index parameter, - 

M  Torque, Nm 

n Index parameter, - 

n Rotational speed, s-1 

S Saturation, -  

Vc Volume of the cake, m3 

Vl Volume of liquid, m3 

Vv Volume of voids in cake, m3 

εav Average porosity of the cake, -  

ν Velocity of plate, m/s 

ν Velocity, m/s 

𝛾 ̇ Shear rate, s-1 

𝜂 Dynamic viscosity, Pa s 

𝜆 Relaxation time (𝜂/G), s 

𝜏 Shear stress, Pa s 

𝜔 Angular speed, rad/s 
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1 Introduction 

Lime mud is chemical that forms at chemical recovery process at pulp mill in white liquor plant. 

Lime mud is mostly calcium carbonate (CaCO3) and it includes small amounts of impurities. It 

can be collected at the chemical recovery process because of its reusability. Lime mud can be 

regenerated to the calcium oxide (CaO) at lime kiln by heating it up. CaO is then used to 

regenerate white liquor from green liquor and at the process is turned back to lime mud. That 

cycle is called lime cycle. 

Transportation and mixing of lime mud during the lime cycle target external forces to it. Those 

external forces compress lime mud particles to each other and different surfaces during 

transportation. Lime mud is possible to transport in slurry or powder form at the process and 

between those two forms is also mud form. Only powder form and partially mud form 

compression is discussed in this thesis.  Typical conveyor types are belt- and screw conveyors 

at the process. Screw conveyors target compressing and rotational forces to the lime mud during 

transportation, which makes it interesting topic to measure combined effect of them. 

The literature part of this master thesis includes basic theory of rheology and rheological 

classification. Rheological measuring methods which are suitable for powder form materials 

are discussed in rheology chapter also. Another main entity at this master thesis is compression 

of materials and specific powder form materials. Basic concepts of compression and expression 

are presented in literature part of this thesis. General properties of lime mud are also discussed 

in own chapter at the end of theory part. 

The focus of the experimental part of this study was to investigate changes in lime mud 

properties under compression at different solid contents. Properties of lime mud were measured 

with rheometer, hydraulic press with 0-40 bar operating pressure and screw press experiments. 

Particle size deformation during screw press experiment was measured with particle size 

analyzer. Based on data from screw press experiments at the end is collected to measure 

combined effect of solid content and particle size to density changes of lime mud. 
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2 Process Description 

Kraft pulp mill was invented in 1879. Over time it became the most dominant production 

method at pulp and paper mills. Kraft process gives stronger pulps, is less dependent on raw 

materials quality, and have more efficient chemical recovery system than pulp production 

methods before. Energy efficiency and production rate potential is also higher with kraft process 

method than alternative pulping process. Illustration of kraft pulp mill is presented in Figure 1. 

(Ek, Gellerstedt & Henriksson, 2009, p. 92) 

 

Figure 1. Illustration of kraft pulp mill. (Andritz, n.d) (modified) 

 

Kraft pulping is chemical pulping method that uses white liquor as a pulping chemical with 

process conditions at 12 pH and temperature between 160 - 180 °C. The main reason of pulping 

is to dissolve fiber binding lignin as much as possible. Disadvantage of kraft pulping is that 

pulp is brown after pulping and it needs bleaching afterward to get white pulp. (Bajpai, 2018, 

p.) 

Chemical recovery cycle is the process where inorganic chemicals, which are used in pulping, 

are recovered and regenerated for reuse. Pulping chemicals that are recovered are sodium 

hydroxide (NaOH) and sodium sulphide (Na2S). In a modern kraft pulp mills recover and reuse 

rate is approximately 95-97% for those inorganic chemicals. Heat energy is generated by 

burning organic material from black liquor in recovery cycle. Recovery cycle makes possible 
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to reduce water and air pollution of pulp mill. Chemical recovery cycle is presented in Figure 

2. (Green & Hough, 1992, p. 1-4) 

 

Figure 2. Process diagram of chemical recovery. (Ek, Gellerstedt & Henriksson, 2009, 

p.298) 

 

2.1 The Black Liquor Treatment and Burning 

Black liquor after kraft pulping and washing consists of various organic compounds, inorganic 

particles from wood, water, and inorganic pulping chemicals NaOH and Na2S from white 

liquor. The organic compounds are mostly sodium salts and dissolved and degraded 

carbohydrates. In evaporations a water and small amount of organic material are separated from 

black liquor and removed by the evaporation plant as a condensate. The water and organic 

compounds are separated from each other in condensate treatment system. The separated water 

is usually used later as washing water at the other parts of the pulp mill and organic materials 

are burned in lime kiln or specially designed furnace. (Ek, Gellerstedt & Henriksson, 2009, p. 

298). 

There are 5 major process steps in recovery cycle. Process steps are concentration of black 

liquor (1), recovery of by products (2), combustion of strong black liquor (3), preparation of 

white liquor (4) and regeneration of calcium carbonate (CaCO3) (5). (Bajpai, 2018, p. 425) 

The first step is concentrating of black liquor by evaporation, when solid content of black liquor 

is increased from about 15% to 65% and the same black liquor turns to strong black liquor. 

Solid content of strong black liquor before recovery boiler is usually between 65% and 73% 
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but it can be at the highest to 80% in some pulp mills.  Black liquor starts to precipitate when 

solid content is above 55% leading to rise of the solid particles. The increase of solid content is 

done by multiple evaporators to about 50% solid content and with concentrator to final solid 

content before recovery boiler. The basic concept of the recovery boiler is presented in Figure 

3. The second step is the recovery of by-products. Main by-products are tall oil, turpentine and 

kraft lignin. Crude tall oil recovery is done partially same time as evaporation, when crude tall 

oil is concentrated off from black liquor to its own plant where it is processed. Turpentine is 

collected during pulping from batch digesters. It is recovered from digesters relief gases and 

sold for solvents. Turpentine is volatile the recovery rate can decrease by 50% with outside 

storage in few weeks. (Bajpai, 2018, p. 427-432) 

 

Figure 3. Observation image of combustion process at recovery boiler. (Ek, Gellerstedt & 

Henriksson, 2009, p. 314). 

 

The third step is combustion of strong black liquor with recovery boiler. Combustion process 

is done to recover inorganic chemicals as smelt and burn organic chemicals to produce heat for 

energy and steam. Normal recovery boiler steam temperature is about 480 °C and pressure is 

about 85 bars (Gullichsen, Paulapuro, & Fogelholm, 2000, p. 96-97). The amount of 

composition of organic and inorganic components depends on wood species that are used in 

cooking (Gullichsen, Paulapuro, & Fogelholm, 2000, p. 108). Recovery boiler is divided to 

three zones upper, middle and bottom section. The upper section is called the oxidizing zone 

and it is under oxidative conditions to preclude carbon monoxide (CO) emissions. Flue gases 

exit also from upper section to electrostatic precipitator, which maintains pressure of boiler 
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lower than surrounding pressure. Some chemical reactions that occurs in the oxidizing zone 

are: 

CO + ½O2  CO2 

 H2 + ½O2  H2O 

 Na2S + 2 O2  Na2SO4 

     H2S + 1½ O2  SO2 + H2O 

 

The middle section is called the drying zone and it is the section where the strong black liquor 

is fed into recovery boiler. The strong black liquor is sprayed to recovery boiler to make drying 

and pyrolysis more efficient in boiler (Ek, Gellerstedt & Henriksson, 2009, p. 314). Some 

chemical reactions that happen in the drying zone are: 

          Organics  C+ CO + H2 

NaOH + CO2  Na2CO3 + H2O 

 

The bottom section is reduction zone, and it is where sulphur compounds are converted to Na2S. 

Remaining NaOH and sodium salts of organic acids reacts to sodium carbonate (Na2CO3) also. 

Example reactions in reduction zone are: 

              Organics  C+ CO + H2 

    2C + O2  2CO 

       Na2SO4 + 4 C  Na2S + 4 CO 

         C + H2O  CO + H2 

 

The inorganic materials outlet is in the bottom section, where molten slug is forwarded to green 

liquor dissolving tank. The reduction zone has limited amount of oxygen. Only About 40-50% 

of the needed air for burning is added to bottom section to confirm that reduction reaction 

occurs, and sulphur converts to Na2S instead of sodium thiosulfate (Na2S2O) or sodium sulphate 

(Na2SO4). In Figure 4 is sulphur cycle reactions in recovery boiler explained. (Bajpai, 2018, p. 

433-435) 
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Figure 4. The sulphate reaction cycle in recovery boiler. (Ek, Gellerstedt & Henriksson, 

2009, p. 322) 

 

The maximum temperature of recovery boiler is usually between 1100-1300 °C for 65% of 

solid content in black liquor. Higher temperatures can be reached with higher solid content. The 

overall chemical reactions in the recovery boiler are: 

     2 NaOH + CO2  Na2CO3 + H2O 

            Na2SO4 + 4 C      Na2S + 4 CO 

 

Molten slug called also smelt contains mostly Na2CO3, Na2S, Na2SO4, and small amount of 

sodium chloride (NaCl). It is recovered from bottom of recovery boiler to smelt dissolving tank 

after recovery boiler. At the dissolving tank the smelt is dissolved to weak white wash from the 

lime mud washer, that will come up later at the process, to form green liquor. (Ek, Gellerstedt 

& Henriksson, 2009, p. 299) 

2.2 The White Liquor Preparation Plant 

White liquor preparation is fourth major step in chemical recovery cycle where the green liquor 

from recovery boiler is converted to white liquor. The white liquor preparation includes slaking 

and causticizing. The green liquor treatment starts from dissolving and separation system for 

green liquor dregs or sludge. Separation can be done by different kind of filtration systems or 

in some pulp mills with clarifiers in order to separate dregs from green liquor. The clean green 

liquor is then transported to slaking process. In the Figure 5 is presented white liquor 

preparation process. (Ek, Gellerstedt & Henriksson, 2009, p. 335 ) 
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Figure 5. Illustration of white liquor preparation process. (Andritz, n.d) (modified) 

 

The slaking process take place in lime slaker where clean green liquor is mixed with calcium 

oxide (CaO) also known as burned lime. The burned lime reacts with water in green liquor and 

forms calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)2) in slaking reaction and it is highly exothermic within 10 

minutes reaction time. The slaking reaction temperature is between 99-105°C. (Bajpai, 2018, 

p. 344; Green & Hough, 1992, p. 131-133) 

Slaking reaction:                              CaO (s) + H2O  Ca(OH)2 (s) 

In the causticizing reaction calcium hydroxide reacts again with carbonate ions (CO3
2−) from 

green liquor and forms calcium carbonate called lime mud (CaCO3) and hydroxide ions (OH-). 

After slaking green liquor is transferred to causticizing vessels where causticizing reaction 

occurs. At the vessels carbonate ions are replaced by hydroxide ions to form sodium hydroxide 

(NaOH) solution and new white liquor is ready to use in kraft pulping. (Ek, Gellerstedt & 

Henriksson, 2009, p. 336) 

Causticizing reaction:   Ca(OH)2 (s) + CO3
2− (aq)  2 OH- (aq) + CaCO3 (s) 

The reaction efficiency depends on concentration of Na2CO3 in green liquor, with actual 

concentration below 16% the theoretical conversion is over 90%. The concentration over 16% 

of Na2CO3 in green liquor drops theoretical conversion quickly. At the commercially process 
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the conversion of causticizing is about 75-85% with efficient agitation. It is done in multiple 

continuous stirred tank reactors (CSTR) to complete reaction. The retention time is generally 

between 1.5 – 2.5 hours of the causticizing in CSTRs. Based on Ek, Gellerstedt & Henriksson 

(2009) retention times verifies between 2 – 4 hours. (Bajpai, 2018, p. 439-441) 

After causticizing reaction lime mud is separated from white liquor by different kind of 

filtration equipment. The filter types that are normally used are tube and disc filters. Particle 

size and particle size distribution of lime mud are main factors that affect filtration efficiency. 

After the filtration white liquor is suitable to use in kraft pulping and lime mud will be going to 

washing, dewatering and regeneration. (Ek, Gellerstedt & Henriksson, 2009, p. 351) 

The fifth and the last major step in the recovery cycle is regeneration of lime mud, which 

includes washing and reburning of lime mud. Lime mud regeneration starts at washing white 

liquor off with rotary drum filter by using wash nozzles to spray water to filter cake. The 

pressure difference makes wash water penetrate the filter cake, displacing white liquor from 

lime mud. After washing air and washed white liquor is sucked through filter cake to achieve 

high enough solid content of cake before it is scraped off. The solid content at the discharged 

lime mud cake is usually between 70 - 80%. In some pulp mills solid content can be between 

60 - 70% based on washing and filtration (Bajpai, 2018, p. 442). The filtrate that contains 

washed of white liquor is called weak white wash, which is used again at in the smelt dissolver 

to form green liquor. (Ek, Gellerstedt & Henriksson, 2009, p. 353-355) 

Reburning of lime mud is process, where lime mud is transformed from CaCO3 to CaO and 

calcium oxide is recycled back to causticizing process. The main parts of lime mud reburning 

are drying, heating, calcination and sintering. The lime mud heating, calcination reaction and 

sintering occurs in lime kiln and drying occurs before the lime kiln. (Ek, Gellerstedt & 

Henriksson, 2009, p. 355) 

Calcination reaction:  CaCO3 (s)  CaO (s) + CO2 (s) 

The drying is endothermic process, and it is done with heat exchange between flue gases from 

rotary lime kiln and lime mud. Drying lime mud is considered simply and fast process, because 

only the surface of lime mud is dried in the process before actual heating of lime mud. Lime 

mud drying is often done by a flash dryer. The wet lime mud after lime mud filter is transported 

to the drying section with conveyor, where hot combustion gases capture and dries lime mud 
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particles before lime kiln. Example of lime mud drying system is presented in Figure 6. (Ek, 

Gellerstedt & Henriksson, 2009, p. 355-360) 

 

Figure 6. Drying section before lime kiln. (Andritz, n.d) 

 

After the drying section lime mud is transferred to lime kiln’s high end. The rotary lime kiln is 

inclined and slowly rotating, which transfers lime through lime kiln to lower end. Rotation 

speed is about 1 - 2 rpm. The lengths of lime kilns are usually between 50-120m depending of 

production rate and process conditions. Diameter of the lime kilns varies usually between 1.8-

2.4m based on need (Green & Hough, 1992, p. 153). Nowadays some pulp mills have lime kiln 

with 6-meter diameter (LBNiW, n.d). The lime kiln burner is in the low end of the limekiln 

where flue gases are formed and then sucked through the kiln to the drying section. The lime 

mud at the rotary lime kiln is first drying completely and then it starts heating to calcination 

temperature. The calcinating reaction starts around 850 °C and it is endothermic reaction, so 

temperature of lime stays quite stable through the reaction. After calcination reaction lime 

temperature rises to 1000 - 1300 °C and reburned lime mud sinters. Quality of reburned lime 

had variations between mills, but generally it is considered that reburned lime should be about 

2 cm diameter soft pebbles (Green & Hough, 1992, p. 153). The lime is then ready to recycle 
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back to slaking process. Temperature profiles of lime and flue gases inside of lime kiln are 

presented in Figure 7. (Ek, Gellerstedt & Henriksson, 2009, p. 358-360) 

 

Figure. 7 Temperature profile examples of flue gases and lime inside of the rotary lime 

kiln. (Ek, Gellerstedt & Henriksson, 2009, p. 359)  
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3 Rheology  

Rheology is the science about deformation, flow of matter and how materials react under the 

stress. The main parameters that affect response of the material are type and magnitude of 

stresses. The deformation type depends on the state of matter. In general, it can be said that 

gases and liquids start flowing and solids starts deforming when force is applied to them 

(Goodwin & Hughes, 2008. p. 1). The science of rheology offers framework for describing and 

understanding different kind of properties and phenomena type of rheology. (Paltakari, 2009, 

p. 318) 

There are several factors for measuring and describing the rheological properties of materials. 

For the solids materials the elastic properties are most important and for liquids the flow 

properties. The most common parameter for solids and liquids are viscosity and stress. It is also 

possible and quite common that material have both elastic and flow deforming properties, then 

material is called viscoelastic. (Paltakari, 2009, p. 318) 

The most important theoretical concepts of rheology are kinematics, conservation laws and 

constitutive relations. Kinematics deals with geometrical aspects of material flows and 

deformation. Conservation laws dealing with stress, forces and energy interchanges. The 

constitutive relations mean interactions between stress, strain and time at material flows to find 

a link with motion and forces to figure out model of fluid flow behavior. (He, 2005, p. 1) 

3.1 Deformation and flow behavior 

Classification of materials on rheology is based on mechanical features of material. Materials 

can be classified to deforming or flowing materials based on their behavior under the applied 

stress. Deformation and flow behavior can be separated based on classic mechanic laws. 

Hooke’s law indicates ideally elastic material, consider as solid, and Newton’s viscosity law 

indicates ideally viscous material, considered as liquid. Rheological classification is presented 

in the Figure 8. (Steffe, 1996, p. 49) 
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Figure 8.  Classification of rheology. (Sahin & Sumnu, 2006, 40) 

 

Deformation is classified with two different ways to reversible or elastic deformation and 

irreversible or flow deformation. At the reversible reformation material keeps it internal 

structure and at the irreversible reformation the internal structure is destroyed. (Paltakari, 2009, 

p. 318) 

Ideal viscous materials don’t recover after linear stress is affected to them instead of viscoelastic 

material partially recovery after stress. Viscoelastic materials show non-linear response to 

stress, because they have ability to recover some structure by storing energy. Viscoelastic solids 

under strain does not release stress completely due no time unlike viscoelastic liquids. Ideal 

elastic material doesn’t change under stress or strain due on time. (Sahin & Sumnu, 2006, p. 

76-77) 

3.1.1 Definition of rheological parameters 

Physical properties from liquid and solids can be defined from rheological properties. One of 

the most common ways to illustrate rheological properties is with parallel plate model. At the 

model the upper plate called as moved plate is moving at a particular velocity (v [m/s]) when 

the force (F [N]) is applied to the plate. The lower plate called as fixed plate remains at rest. 

The material adheres between plates and the distance between plates is described as h [m]. 

Surface area of the plate is A [m2]. The purpose of parallel plate model is measure rheological 

properties from laminar flow because at the turbulent flow the material properties are 

inaccurate.  (Paltakari, 2009, p. 319: Rheotec, 2010, p. 3) 
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Figure 9.  Illustration of parallel plate model. (Rheotec, 2010, p. 3) 

 

The stress can be described as force divided by effecting area. Shear stress is defined as the 

force per unit required to achieve certain deformation. The deformation is caused by applied 

force to the upper plate and moving material body by that. Shear stress is calculated with 

Equation 1. (Paltakari, 2009, p. 319-320: Rheotec, 2010, p. 4) 

     𝜏 =  
𝐹

𝐴
               (1) 

Where,  𝜏 Shear stress, Pa s 

F Force, N 

  A Area of plate, m2 

 

The shear rate is described a change of velocity between plates. The shear rate increases when 

the velocity of the upper plate increases or when the gap between two plates narrows. Equation 

for shear rate is presented in Equation 2. (Paltakari, 2009, p. 320) 

 

    𝛾 =  
𝑑𝑣

𝑑ℎ
                   (2) 

 

Where,  𝛾  Shear rate, s-1 

  ν velocity, m/s 

  h gap of plates, m 
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The viscosity describes the so-called toughness of the material. Factors which effect on 

viscosity are temperature, time, shear rate, pressure, pH, magnetism, electric fields and 

properties of measured substance (Rheotec, 2010, p. 8). It turns out of resistance of the flow 

between plates when upper plate starts moving. Viscosity can be presented as ratio of shear 

stress and shear rate and is generally used as the key rheological parameter for fluid materials. 

Viscosity of the fluids can be calculated with Equation 3. (Paltakari, 2009, p. 319-320: Rheotec, 

2010, p. 4)  

                                                 η =
τ

𝛾̇ 
                                                                                (3) 

Where  𝜂 Dynamic viscosity, Pa s 

 

Viscosity based on ratio of shear stress and shear rate is a curve, not just a number. The curve 

is usually called rheogram or flow curve and based on that curve the fluids can be classified to 

either Newtonian or non-Newtonian fluids. (Paltakari, 2009, p. 320) 

3.1.2 Newtonian and Non-Newtonian Fluids 

The Newtonian fluids have a constant dynamic viscosity. The stress applied to them is 

proportional to corresponding shear rate, so Newtonian fluids have a straight-line relation 

between shear stress and shear rate with a zero intercept. In other words, they are independent 

of time and strain. Fluids that contain more than 90% of water are usually considered as 

Newtonian but most industrially remarkable materials are not Newtonian. The Newtonian fluids 

follow Newton’s Law of viscosity, which is same as Equation 3e3. (Paltakari, 2009, p. 320: 

Sahin & Sumnu, 2006, p. 44) 

The fluids that don’t behave as Newtonian are called non-Newtonian fluids, which are viscosity 

dependent on the shear rate. In other words, the stress applied to them is corresponding with 

the shear rate. The classification of non-Newtonian fluids can be done roughly to two different 

groups, shear thinning and shear thickening fluids. Classification of Newtonian and non-

Newtonian fluids is presented in Figure 10. (Hackley & Ferraris, 2001, p. 7-8) 
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Figure 10.  The main classification of time-independent fluids presented in a generic graph 

of shear stress against shear strain. (Sochi, 2010, 5008) 

 

The shear thinning fluids are called pseudoplastics. Frictional forces with pseudoplastic fluids 

depends on frictional forces and stress increases proportionally slower with increasing strain 

than Newtonian fluids. Shear thinning is typical for long-chain molecules that straighten out 

due to material flow and are way reducing viscosity of fluid (Sahin & Sumnu, 2006, p. 45). 

Shear stress and shear rate related viscosity for pseudoplastics can be approximated to straight 

line over a specific range of shear rate with Ostwald de Waele model, also known as the power-

law, which is presented in Equation 4 (Paltakari, 2009, p. 320). 

𝜂 = 𝐾𝛾 𝑛−1                       (4) 

Where  K, n index parameters, - 

Pseudoplastic fluids have n, values between 0 and 1 and the smaller value of n, implicates 

greater degree of shear thinning. (Chhabra & Richardson, 2008, p. 8-9) 

The shear thickening fluids are also called dilatants. At the dilatants viscosity increases with 

increasing shear rate. Fluid behavior like this was at first observed with concentrated 

suspension. Possible explanation for shear thickening is it that at the rest the voidage of the 

fluid is minimum and the liquid phase can fill the void space. At the low shear rate the liquid is 

like a lubricate between solid particles of suspension and like this the particles are pasting each 

other with consequently small friction forces. At the high shear rate the material fluid expands 

or dilates slightly, so there is not enough water anymore to fill void space of the fluid and leads 
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to rise of direct solid-solid contacts in the fluid. The solid-solid contacts in the fluid leads to 

rapidly increasing friction and higher shear stresses. This mechanism causes the rise of apparent 

viscosity due to increasing of shear rate. In the Figure 11 is presented shear thickening behavior 

in fluid. (Chhabra & Richardson, 2008, p. 14-15) 

 

Figure 11.  Illustration of shear thickening phenomena. (Chhabra & Richardson, 2008, p. 

15, modified) 

 

3.1.3 Time-dependent and Time-independent Rheology 

The viscosity of time-independent fluids is only based on relation of shear stress and shear rate. 

Time-dependent fluids viscosity changes due on time and changes on viscosity are based on 

changes in material structure itself not based on external forces. Time-dependent fluids can be 

classified roughly to rheopectic and thixotropic fluids. In Figure 12 is a graphic illustration 

about time-dependent changes for fluids. (Chhabra & Richardson, 2008, p. 18) 

 

Figure 12.  The time-dependent and time-independent fluids stress due on time with 

constant strain rate is presented in generic form. (Sochi, 2010, 5009) 
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The time dependence of fluids can be determined experimentally in a single experiment by 

measuring shear stress over shear rate. The shear rate is slowly increased at constant rate from 

zero to freely selectable maximum value and then decreased back to the zero value with the 

same constant rate. After the experiment shear stress-shear rate graph forms so called hysteresis 

loop like in Figure 13. If the loop doesn’t form the fluid is time independent. The shape of 

hysteresis loop, enclosed area and height depending on past kinematic history of the fluid. Main 

effect on shape of hysteresis loop are the viscosity increasing or decreasing and duration of 

shearing. In generally speaking size of the enclosed area indicates the time-dependent behavior 

of the fluid, bigger area means more time-dependent. (Chhabra & Richardson, 2008, p. 18) 

 

Figure 13.  Time dependent fluids shear stress-shear rate behavior. (Chhabra & Richardson, 

2008, p. 19) 

 

The apparent viscosity of thixotropic materials decreases with the time of shearing with 

constant shear rate. Changes in the viscosity can be consider as reversible for the most fluids 

and shearing is due to gradual breaking of the structure over time under shearing forces. After 

the shearing forces are removed the internal structure of the fluid can be rebuilt partially or 

completely for some fluids. In the Figure 14 is illustrated behavior of thixotropic fluids. (Steffe, 

1996, p. 27-29: Paltakari, 2009, p. 322-323) 
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Figure 14.  Graphic illustration of thixotropic behavior of fluids with constant shear rate 

with rest period and recovery of them afterwards. (Steffe, 1996, p. 29) 

 

Rheopectic fluids apparent viscosity increases due on time. The structure of rheopectic fluids 

builds up by shear and breaks down after shear is released. It is not unusual that same fluid has 

both rheopectic and thixotropic properties depending on rate of shear or solid content of the 

fluid. At the various suspension is especially observed that gently shearing motion makes fluid 

act like a rheopectic but under strong shearing the structure collapse and starts acting like 

thixotropic.  (Chhabra & Richardson, 2008, p. 20) 

3.1.4 Viscoplastics 

Some fluids have ability to resist flow at to a certain point before deforming or flowing, that 

kind of fluids are called as viscoplastics or Bingham plastics. The force that keeps fluid structure 

stable under the external stress to the certain point until it starts to flow or deform is called yield 

stress, 𝜏0. The structure of some viscoplastic materials the is reversible meaning that it regains 

back to normal structure after external stress ends and the material may even regain its initial 

yield stress value again. (Chhabra & Richardson, 2008, p. 12) 

3.1.5 Viscoelasticity 

Some material has behavior of viscous liquids and elastic solids. Material behave like that is 

called viscoelastic. Ideal elastic materials behavior based on Hooke’s law and ideal liquids 

behavior is based on Newton’s law of viscosity so viscoelastics have parts of behavior from 

both, which makes it hard to describe viscoelastic properties based on mathematical model. The 

most common mechanisms to model viscoelastic properties is Maxwell’s model. There is also 

Kelvin-Voigt model, which is more suitable for viscoelastic materials that are more solids like. 
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The Hooke’s law part in Maxwell’s model is called spring model, which is presented in 

Equation 5. 

𝜏 = 𝐺𝛾              (5) 

Where  G Shear modulus, - 

Shear modulus is the ratio of shear stress corresponding to shear strain (Hackley & Ferraris, 

2001, p. 7-8). The Newton’s viscous law part is called dashpot model and it is presented in 

Equation 6.  

𝜏 = 𝜂𝛾               (6) 

Based on Equations (3e5) and (3e6) Maxwell’s model is presented in Equation 7.  

   𝜏 + 𝜆𝜏 = 𝜂𝛾              (7) 

Where  𝜆 relaxation time (𝜂/G), s   

In the Figure 15 is representation of Maxwell’s model. Where is explained both parts of its 

dashpot and spring. (Steffe, 1996, p. 298-302: Paltakari, 2009, p. 325-328) 

 

Figure 15. Schematic representation of Maxwell model. (Chhabra & Richardson, 2008, p. 32) 

 

3.2 Rheological Measuring Instruments 

Rheometer or viscometer can be used to determine the rheological properties. Rheometers are 

devices that can determine the viscoelastic and viscous properties of fluids depending on the 

shear stress. Viscometers are devices that measures viscosity of the fluid based on shear rate, 

time and temperature. Generally, it can be said that rheometer has more measuring applications 

than viscometer, but both can be used for rheological measurements depending of the need. 

(Rheotec, 2010, p.23) 
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There is multiple types of rheometers and selection between them is based on substance 

properties or needed information. General rheometer types are rotational, capillary, torque and 

interfacial. The rotational rheometer is useful to measure low viscous materials. The capillary 

rheometer is used to determine natural flow of material. The torque rheometer is used to 

measure dynamic process and record influence of the flow. The interfacial rheometer is used to 

measure microstructure properties and emulsion behavior of substances. (Wang, Shi & Shah, 

2019, p.465) 

Viscometers can be classified to seven main categories. Categories are capillary, orifice, high 

temperature high shear rate, rotational, falling ball, vibrational and ultrasonic viscometers. 

Capillary viscometers are most used for measuring viscosity of Newtonian liquids.  (Viswanath 

et al., 2007, p. 9) 

 

Figure 16.  Parallel plate (left) and cone and plate (right) measurement systems for 

rheological measurements. R is a radius of measuring plate/cone, h is gap 

between plates and β is opening angle of the cone. (Rheotec, 2010, p. 46-47)  

 

In the parallel plate measuring system the material under investigation is placed between the 

plates. The gap between plates should be much smaller than the radius of the plate 

approximately 0.3-3 mm is recommended. Plate-plate measurements are typically used for 

materials which contains large filler particles. The gap between plates shouldn’t be smaller than 

size of five largest particles on the material. At the parallel plate model, the shear rate is not 

constant across the entire plate. The shear rate in the center of the upper plate is zero and the 

specific shear rate is related with outer radius of the plate and is called the maximum shear 

gradient. Main measuring systems geometries are presented in Figure 16 and 17. (Rheotec, 

2010, p. 47) 

Shear stress, 𝜏, can be calculated with Equation 8 at parallel plate system. 
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𝜏 =
3𝑀

2𝜋𝑅3
              (8) 

Where,  M  Torque, Nm 

Shear rate, γ̇, can be calculated with Equation 9 at parallel plate system.  

𝛾 =
𝑣

ℎ
=

𝜔𝑅

ℎ
              (9) 

Where,  ν Velocity of plate, m/s 

  𝜔 Angular speed, rad/s 

The parallel plate system is also used for oscillatory tests where sample is placed between 

plates. The upper plate is rotated back and forth by with constant rotational speed or frequency. 

The goal is to measure viscoelastic properties of samples and find changes based on level of 

shear rate that effects to shear modulus. Shear modulus is based on material properties to react 

with rotational forces and how much energy is stored and lost due on rotation. The storage 

modulus, G’, represents elastic behavior of viscoelasticity in material and it describes the solid-

state behavior of material. The loss modulus, G’’, represents viscous behavior of viscoelasticity 

of material and describes liquid-state behavior of material. The ratio between storage modulus 

and loss modulus (G’’/G’), is called loss factor that describes the ratio of viscoelastic behavior. 

If the G’’ is zero, there is no viscous portion in material, and it is ideally elastic. If the G’ is 

zero, there is no elastic portion and it is ideally viscous. (Metzger, 2015, p.89-112) 

At the cone-plate measuring system the material under investigation is placed to the bottom 

plate. The angle of the cone is chosen based on that for each point on the cone surface the ratio 

of angular speed and the distance between plate is constant. This makes it possible to measure 

constant shear rate across the entire radius of measuring cone. The tip of the cone is flat, and it 

must just touch the bottom plate. In materials that contain fillers the tip of the cone is typically 

lifted 30-180 μm from the bottom plate. The selecting angle of the cone is generally 1° but with 

material that contains fillers, dispersions the angle is usually 4°. The change of angle is done to 

guarantee a laminar flow. (Rheotec, 2010, p. 45) 

 

The shear stress for cone-plate system can be calculated with equation 3e8 and shear rate with 

Equation 10. 

𝛾 =
𝜔

𝛽
= 𝑘𝑛                (10) 
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Where  k conversion factor – independent of cone angle, - 

  n rotational speed, s-1 

 

Figure 17. Cylinder measuring systems for rheological properties. Rotating plunger and 

resting cup system (left) is called the Searle principle and rotating cylinder and 

resting plunger (right) is called the Couette principle. (Rheotec, 2010, p. 41) 

 

The rotational cylinder measuring system is typically used for viscometers and consist rotating 

and resting part. The rotating plunger is controlled by pre-set speed or pre-set torque. There are 

two main types of rotational cylinder systems, at the one plunger is rotating and cup around 

plunge is stable is called the Searle system and another one is vice versa where plunger is stable, 

and cup rotating around it is called Couette system. At the Couette system is one disadvantage 

about temperature measuring system at rotating face, because of that Couette system is often 

used only with low speeds. (Rheotec, 2010, p. 41) 
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4 Compressibility  

The compression of a powder to a cake can be divided to three predominate stages, namely 

rearrangement, deformation or fragmentation and elastic compact deformation. The stages of 

compression are presented in Figure 18. (Mahmoodi, 2012, p. 15) 

 

Figure 18. Schematic figure of powder compression stages. Stages 1-3 (Mahmoodi, 2012, 

p. 17, modified) 

The rearrangement which occurs after compression is targeted to pours powder evenly in the 

cylinder. Particles starts to arrange at positions in cylinder due to compression until all the 

particles are indirect contact with each other and walls of cylinder. That state of particle form 

is called constrained state. The state of arrangement includes also partial fragmentation due to 

compression. After the constrained state is reached the change in porosity occurs only by 

particles mechanical changes. To simplifying particles mechanical changes happens by two 

different ways, deformation, fragmentation, or breakage after constrained state. Deformation 

happens to particles that are elastic or plastic and fragmentation/breakage happens to particles 

that are fragile enough under the compression to break to smaller particles, which fills pores in 

the cake. Depending on force of compression, particles may undergo one of these structural 

changes or all of them. During this transition phase contacting surfaces between powder 

particles changes at deforming by increased contact area between particles and at fragmentation 

or breakage by increased sites of bonding between particles. Porosity reduced at the end of 

compression with highest compression pressure about 10-15% for powders before elastic 

deformation. Then the powder is not anymore system of single particles and behaves more like 

just one solid unit. The stages of compression are not always distinct because breakage and 
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deformation can occur simultaneously with different rates for example. (Mahmoodi, 2012, p. 

17-19) 

The compressibility and compactibility are generally used to describe powder properties. 

Compressive powders are those which under compression densifies the most at usually. 

Powders with very small particle size are normally very compressible. Compactibility 

determines powder’s ability to keep the form and shape after compression. (Mahmoodi, 2012, 

p. 19) 

 

Figure 19. Illustration of compressibility and compactibility. (Mahmoodi, 2012, p. 19, 

modified) 

 

According to López-Córdoba & Goyanes, (2017) bulk density of powders means the mass of 

bulk solid that fills a unit volume of the bed. The bed can be considered as cake before 

compression. Considering the structure of powder, it can be classified to particle gas mixture 

that includes interparticle and intraparticle voids. In case of wet cake there is also liquid phase 

in the voids. Bulk density is classified to three main classes to clarify measuring conditions and 

are based on the treatment of the samples. The three main classes are aerated, poured and 

tapped. Aerated bulk density is the maximum volume of the bulk, before the structure collapses, 

which is caused by aeration. Poured bulk density is density that is measured in cylinder after 
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bulk is poured to it. It is considered relatively loose structure. Tapped bulk density is the 

maximum density which can be measured without deformation of particles. Tapped bulk 

density is hard to achieve and it is considered generally unrealistic. Usually it is obtained based 

on poured bulk density.  

Based on López-Córdoba & Goyanes, (2017) porosity describes the volume fraction of void 

space inside of the material. Volume determination is respectively the amount of internal or 

external pores in the bulk and porosity is directly related to bulk density by that way. The 

average porosity measures void ratio of material total volume and average porosity of cake can 

be calculated with Equation 11 (Kinnarinen et al., 2016, p. 7). 

𝜀𝑎𝑣 =
𝑉𝑣

𝑉𝑐
             (11) 

 

Where,  εav Average porosity of the cake, -  

  Vv Volume of voids in cake, m3 

  Vc Volume of the cake, m3 

 

4.1 Solid-Liquid Compression 

Solid liquid compressing or pressing is a general dewatering method in process industry and it 

is used with mineral suspensions for example. In the compression process of the porous 

materials, cake can be classified to one way or multiple way compression. The compression 

can be done with constant or variable parameters like strain rate or pressure. The 

compressibility of porous materials varies quite a lot and can classified to be minimal, moderate 

or high based on materials or properties. The structure of cake has an effect to compression and 

pressure in cake varies during compression in cake based on structure of it. (Wakeman & 

Tarleton, 1999, p. 326) 

4.2 Cake Dewatering process 

In the cake dewatering process the target is to displace filtrate in the voids of cake by using 

desaturating forces. The forces are usually mechanical or hydrodynamical depending on 

properties of cake materials and wanted dewatering efficiency. The mechanical dewatering is 

considered as compression to reduce void volume and reduce volume of liquid and moisture 

content as well. The compressed cake stays fully saturated during compression. In the 
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hydrodynamic dewatering air is sucked or blown to displace the filtrate from the cake. It means 

basically replacing liquid with gas inside of the cake. (Salmela, 2006, p. 75)  

Mechanical and hydrodynamical dewatering are useable to high void volume cakes. With 

smaller particle size the void passage is smaller and that leads to the higher pressure due to 

remarkable high surface tension. It is generally considered that difficulty of water displacement 

increases with decreasing particle size. (Salmela, 2006, p. 75)  

The saturation level measures the amount of water staying in cake due on capillary forces and 

the moment when it is reached is called fully saturated cake. At the fully saturated cake the 

saturation, S, is considered as unity. After filtration or compression, in this case, the pores in 

cake are filled with liquid. At the moment when liquid flow from cake stops is known as a 

residual equilibrium saturation level of cake. The air-based dewatering is based on replacing 

the fraction in liquids in volume of the voids by air at needed level. Based on level of saturation 

it is considered to predict the time that is needed for wanted saturation is reached. Saturation 

can be calculated with Equation 12. (Wakeman & Tarleton, 1999) 

𝑆 =
𝑉𝑙

𝑉𝑣
                (12) 

 

Where,  S Saturation, -  

  Vl Volume of liquid, m3 

 

4.3 Compression Dewatering 

The solid-liquid separation done by compression is often called expression also. In processes it 

becomes usually after filtration and it increases hydraulic pressure through the wet cake. The 

hydraulic pressure is considered equal to the applied pressure until particles starts networking 

with each other and it is called consolidation. (Salmela, 2006, p. 76) 

Consolidation can be classified to the primary and secondary consolidation. The primary 

consolidation starts at point when the critical solid content is reached by filtration/expression 

and particles starts to form a cake if it’s not already formed before expression. At the moment 

the pressure of solids varies from zero at the cake surface to the full operating pressure at the 

cloth. At the further consolidation, the hydraulic pressure of the liquid in pores decreases to the 

same level as pressure of solid material. The whole consolidation process can also happen only 
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in expression phase for high solid content material or samples. The end of primary consolidation 

is point when pressure at the cake is equal as operating pressure and the porosity is constant 

and corresponding with operating pressure. (Salmela, 2006, p. 77-78) 

Secondary consolidation starts when hydraulic pressure in cake is decreased close to zero 

though the cake. At this moment particles starts to fill the voids in cake structure and cake 

structure is moving to more packed positions. The smaller particles are filling fragments of 

moving particles in the cake. In practical situations, the movement of solids is highly linked 

with liquids expression out of cake and decreasing friction forces between solid particles at the 

same. Dewatering of cake is generally not expected anymore in secondary consolidation in 

practical situations. (Salmela, 2006, p. 78-79) 

4.3.1 Factors That Affect Expression 

Particle size and porosity of expressed material effect significantly to expression. Expression 

decreases and slows due to smaller particle size. Based on Wakeman & Rushton (1976) 

expression dewatering is preferred for smaller particle size than 20μm material than air 

displacement. (Salmela, 2006, p. 82) 

Based on Wakeman & Tarleton (1999) effect of pH on the expression varies due on surface 

properties of the material. That is based on changes in zeta potentials, which implicates charges 

at the material surfaces. The zeta potential agglomerates particles if the potential is low due to 

weak repulsion forces between particles. The needed pressure to dewatering cakes with low 

zeta potential is considered lower than high potential cakes dewatering by expression. 

Filtration or expression pressure had effect on dewatering efficiency. Experiment about 

pressure effect on cake solid content were done with CaCO3 that was 27 wt-% solid content 

with 2.66μm average particle diameter before experiment. Tested pressures were 5- and 15 bar 

and with 5 bar the cake solid content raised after compression to 69% and with 15 bar it raised 

to approximately to 74%. (Soua, 2004, p. 108) 

Based on Svarovsky (2000), the cake compactibility effects on material permeability. Materials 

that are more compactible are generally less permeable than less compactible materials. The 

best way to do consolidation of compactible materials is by mechanical compression. 

Compression also improves cake releasing later and fills the shape of cake under cracks and 

tightening for compactible materials.  
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Skin effect is detected phenomena on highly compressible slurries on filtration. The skin 

forming is based on rapid changes in porosity when cake material is quickly forming a layer of 

material and it can be located by fast pressure drop in the cake (Tiller & Green, 1973, p. 1266). 

So called skin forms to filter medium or cake and starts limiting to liquid release from the cake 

during compression. Skin effect does not solve during on time leading on difficulties to increase 

solid content due to expression. The skin effect can be exploited by reverse direction of liquid 

flow. Then skin acts like a piston press then compressing cake from the reverse direction. 

(Salmela, 2006, p. 83)  
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5 Properties of Lime Mud 

The properties of lime mud vary between paper mills depending on multiple factors. Main 

factors that effects are used wood species, process impurities, refractory particles, the efficiency 

of slaker, causticizers, clarifiers and mud washers, and the kiln’s burning conditions. The pH 

range of lime mud vary slightly but is generally considered strongly alkaline (He at al. 2009, p. 

402). (Tran, 2008, p. 1) 

5.1 Chemical Composition of Lime Mud 

Lime mud dry solid composition consist mostly CaCO3 and dry solid content of that can be 

considered 90% or more usually. Based on measurement of Martins et al (2007) lime mud also 

contains small amount of magnesium (Mg) which replace calcium and forms magnesium 

carbonate (MgCO3) and content of carbonates varies between 88.7 – 92.5 wt-%. According to 

Tran (2008) dry basis of CaCO3 is between 92 - 97 wt-% in lime mud and the rest is impurities. 

According to Tikka (2008) higher CaCO3 content increases the heat consumption in lime kiln. 

The minor phases of impurities in lime mud are typically Mg, Silicon (Si), Aluminum (Al), Iron 

(Fe), Manganese (Mn), Sodium (Na), Chlorine (Cl), Potassium (K), Phosphate (P) and Sulphur 

(S) compounds. (Quina & Pinheiro, 2020, p. 5) 

Composition of impurity compounds and calcium compounds that exist in lime mud varies by 

forming different kind of chemical molecules in the process. Calcium compounds are mostly 

CaCO3 but includes typically small amounts of calcium hydroxide (CaO), calcium phosphate 

(Ca3(PO4)2) and calcium silicates (Ca2SiO4). Main magnesium compounds in lime mud are 

magnesium oxide (MgO), magnesium carbonate (MgCO3), magnesium sulphate (MgSO4) and 

some minerals like dolomite (CaCO3∙MgCO3) and silicates (SiO4
-4). Based on Quina & 

Pinheiro (2020) aluminum and iron is detected in oxide form in lime mud usually. Typical 

natrium and potassium compounds in lime mud are oxides Na2O and K2O and other alkali 

compounds are mostly -hydroxides, -sulphides, -carbonates and -sulphate. Complex alkali-

calcium-silicates minerals may be also found in lime mud. Highest concentrations of impurities 

in lime mud is typically sodium compounds, followed by MgO, SO3, P2O5, SiO2, Al2O3, Fe2O3 

and K2O. Sodium compounds contain lot of SO3 forming Na2SO4 which is problematic impurity 

due on low melting temperature. (Tran, 2008, p. 1) 
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The process impurities are often called non process elements (NPE’s) and those can be divided 

to two main groups: those that accumulates and those that does not accumulate in the process. 

Components that do not accumulate in the lime mud are usually soluble to white liquor and that 

way are purged from lime mud. Components that accumulate in lime mud are considered as 

compounds that don’t form insoluble inorganic compounds in alkane solutions like white 

liquor. Accumulating compounds are typically Al, Si, Cl and K compounds. Based on 

Keitaanniemi & Virkola (1982) Mg accumulates most in the lime cycle before Al, Fe and Mn. 

Magnesium remains in the lime mud as form of Mg(OH)2, which don’t react with Na2CO3 in 

the causticization reaction and accumulates that way. According to Salmenoja et al (2009) 

Mg(OH)2 is gelatinous material and may plugs up filters leading to decreasing solid content.  

(Ulmgren, 1997) 

NPE’s often changes properties of lime mud and increases inert compound content in lime mud. 

Significant amount of impurities leads often to larger specific surface area due on finer or 

smaller particle size and more unusual particle shapes. Lime mud with lot of NPE can’t be 

properly dewatered by filtration leading to higher moisture content, which leads again to higher 

demand of heating in lime kiln. Heat consumption in lime kiln is presented based on lime mud 

moisture contents in Figure 20. (Tikka, 2008, p. 188-189) 

 

Figure 20. Estimated heat consumption of lime kiln per ton of lime mud as function of dry 

solids content between 70-80% in lime mud feed to the kiln. (Tikka, 2008, p. 

173) 
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The most studied impurity in lime cycle is Silica (SiO2) and in lime mud it lowers dry solid 

content and increase alkali content when lime mud enters to the kiln. Even with 1% silica 

content in lime mud lowers dry solid content generally to under 80% and with 3% silica content 

dry solid content is usually under 60%. The water binding capacity of Silicon is based on its 

reaction with CaO and forming dicalcium silicate, which have large surface area that binds 

moisture in lime mud. Magnesium, Aluminum, Iron and Manganese compounds lowers the 

solid content of lime mud also. Phosphate and Sulphur increase inert components composition 

in lime mud and leads to bigger heat consumption in lime kiln. (Tikka, 2008, p. 189-190)  

5.2 Particle Size and Shape in Lime Mud 

Lime mud particle size distribution present wide range and varies between different mills. 

Generally, it can be said that median particle size is about 20μm and particle size range is 

roughly from 200nm to 100μm. Particle size distribution graphs are presented in the Figure 21. 

(Khunton et al., 2014, p.5: Qin et al., 2015, p.12: Dernegård et al., 2017, p.25) 

 

Figure 21. Example of particle size difference (left) and cumulative distributions (right) of 

lime mud. (Khunton et al., 2014, p.5: Qin et al., 2015, p.12) 

 

The shape of the lime mud particle is rather irregular, and the particles tend to agglomerate 

based on SEM analyzes. Particle shapes of lime mud is presented in the Figure 22. (Vu et al., 

2019, p 4-5) 
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Figure 22. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) pictures from lime mud particle shapes. 

(Dernegård et al., 2017, p.30) 

 

Kokkila and Lappas (1986) found rough surfaces at lime mud particles. Adsorbed water was 

found form irregular surfaces at particles. The particle size effects to filterability of lime mud, 

meaning the larger particle size leading to better filterability. Lime mud particle surfaces are 

presented at Figure 23. 

 

Figure 23. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) pictures from lime mud particle surfaces. 

(Mehtonen, 2014, p. 32) 
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5.3 Dewatering Properties of Lime Mud 

Lime mud is stored at about 35-40% solid suspension after re-causticizing and before washing 

and dewatering of lime mud. Solid content of lime mud after dewatering with vacuum drum 

filter or disc filter is about 65% or higher (Tran, 2008, p. 1). Even 80-90% solid contents are 

possible to obtain in some mills. To reach high solid content, the washing of lime mud must do 

properly to prevent excessive alkali and NPE contents in lime mud before dewatering. (Tikka, 

2008, p. 153-154) 

The water on lime mud can be classified to three types of water free, crystallized and adsorbed. 

The free water is the most common form of water in lime mud and it contains about 60% of 

lime mud’s water content. Free water is binding in lime mud between mud particles and can be 

drained off by vacuum filtering. The crystallized water is about 25-30% of all water, it is tightly 

bound to particles of lime mud, and it can be dewatered only by heating. The adsorbed water is 

about 10-15% of all water and it binds to mud particles by hydrogen bonding. Adsorbed water 

can be removed by vacuuming with dewatering chemicals. (Ford, 1994, p.115)  

5.4 Rheology of Limestone Slurry 

Presented properties are not lime mud properties but from quite similar material limestone. 

Research of limestone rheological properties are done in field of mining and mineral industries. 

Similar research studies were not found for lime mud from pulp mills. Material information is 

presented with material properties. Experiment results are not exact viscosity measurements 

and more likely describes forces that resist movement of limestone slurry. In other words, the 

results in this chapter must be viewed critically. 

According to He et al. (2006) rheological behavior of limestone slurry changes form weakly 

dilatant behavior to pseudoplastic when solid contents increases from 60 to 78.5wt%. The 

dilatant behavior based on particle capability to slip between each other at low shear rates. 

When shear rate is raising the shearing process is faster, particles don’t have space to move 

freely anymore, and particles starts to accumulate to each other but when shearing force is 

released particle spreads back to slurry suspension more evenly. Pseudoplastic behavior at high 

solid contents are due on stronger interactions between particles when liquid content is lower 

leading to pseudoplastic behavior.  
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At the experiments of rheological properties of limestone slurry, the used limestone dry solid 

content is 93.7 wt-% of CaCO3 and most remarkable impurities are CaO, MgO and SiO2 

compounds. Median particle size (d50) was 24.68μm and 90% passing size (d90) was 97.3μm. 

Used measuring geometry was rotational cylinder measuring system like in Figure 3X10. 

Rheological properties with different solids concentrations are presented in Figure 24. (He et 

al., 2006, p. 64-66) 

 

Figure 24. Rheological properties of limestone slurry in different solid contents at 

temperature of 25 ± 0.2 °C with shear rates between 20 - 1200 1/s. (He et al., 

2006, p. 67) 

 

Particle size effects on limestone rheological properties according to Senapati et al. (2019). 

Smaller particle size at limestone slurry indicates higher shear stress with increasing shear rate 

due on higher mass concentration of solids and increased interaction between particles. Other 

limestone properties than particle size is not presented in this article. Rheological properties of 

limestone with different particle size is presented in Figure 25. 
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Figure 25. Rheological properties of limestone slurry by different solid concentrations and 

particle sizes at shear rates between 0-300 1/s. Particle median size (d50) at figure 

in left was 10.6μm and at right was 70.3μm. (Senapati et al., 2019, p.711) 
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Experimental Part 
 

The aim of experimental part is measure material properties of lime mud at different solid 

contents. Rheological properties like loss factor, flow curve and viscosity curve were measured 

with rheometer for used lime mud. Compression experiments of lime were performed with 

hydraulic press. Saturation, porosity and compressibility tests were measured with hydraulic 

piston press. 

The goal of these experiments was to find changes in properties of lime mud at different solid 

contents. There has also been desired to explore the effect of different kind of forces to density 

changes of lime mud. The main interest was to find different parameters that had significant 

effect on changes in density of lime mud. 

Exact measured solid contents are not presented in public version of this thesis. Solid content 

is presented way that highest solid content of table or figure get value of 1 and other solid 

content values are presented as form of solid content divided by highest solid content so those 

get dimensionless values between 0-1. At some figures the solid content scale is hidden from 

axis also. 

6 Chemical and Physical Properties of Used Lime Mud 

Used lime mud was obtained from one Finnish pulp mill and it was collected after lime mud 

filter. The solid content of lime mud was about 78m-%. Chemical composition and particle size 

distribution of lime mud was measured. Chemical composition was measured by KymLab and 

XRF analysis was done is University of Oulu. Particle size analyses were done at LUT 

University. 

6.1 Lime Mud Chemical Composition 

Chemical composition of lime mud is presented in Table I and sodium, free lime and carbon 

components composition is presented in Table II. Compositions are presented in mass 

percentage on dry solids.  
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Table I. Chemical composition of lime mud presented as mass percentage of dry solids. 

Chemical component Mass-% in ds 

CaCO3 91.8 

Impurities 

MgO 0.73 

Al2O3 0.04 

SiO2 0.07 

P2O5 0.55 

Na2O 0.8 

SO3 0.07 

Cl 0.01 

K2O 0.01 

MnO 0.02 

CaO 57.2 

Fe2O3 0.04 

SrO 0.03 

TiO2 0.01 

BaO 0.02 

CO2 40.4 

 

Calcium carbonate content is 91.8m-% and biggest impurities are calcium oxide (CaO) and 

carbon dioxide based on XRF analysis. Small amounts of the magnesium, aluminum, silica, 

phosphate, sulfur, kalium, manganese, iron, strontium, and barium compounds were found from 

lime mud also.  

Table II. Mass percentages of sodium, free lime and carbon compounds contents in used 

lime mud. 

Chemical property indicator Analysis modifier Value, mass-% in ds. Used standard 

Dry Solids  - 78 SCAN-N 23:78 (105°C) 

Na water soluble 0.05 SCAN-N 27:81 

Na2O water soluble calc. 0.07 SCAN-N 27:81 

NaOH water soluble calc. 0.08 SCAN-N 27:81 

Free CaO  - 2.22 SCAN-N 25:81 

Free CaO without NaOH 2.16 Calculated 

C total 11 Leco 
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6.2 Particle Size Distribution 

Particle size analysis was done with Malvern Mastersizer 3000. Analysis method was based on 

Mie theory and presented results are average of five measurements. Sample size was about 5g 

of lime mud mixed in 25ml of water. Particle size distribution is presented in Figure 26 and 

cumulative distribution in Figure 27. 

 

Figure 26. Particle size distribution of used lime mud.  

 

The most important particle size factors for used lime mud were: d10 8.1μm, d50 22.0μm and 

d90 46.8μm. Smallest detected particles diameters were approximately 0.7μm and largest were 

about 250μm. Based on the particle size measurement results the particle size of used lime mud 

was quite normal (Khunton et al., 2014, p.5: Qin et al., 2015, p.12: Dernegård et al., 2017, 

p.25). 
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Figure 27. Cumulative particle size distribution of used lime mud. 

 

6.3 Density of lime mud with different solid contents 

Density of used lime mud with different solid contents varies mostly based on solid content. 

Density varies from approximately from 0.7 kg/dm3 to 1.6 kg/dm3 at used solid contents. 

Density of lime mud is presented as function of solid content in Figure 28. 
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Figure 28.  Density of well mixed lime mud between used solid content is presented at blue 

dots and red dots presents density of lime mud with incomplete mixing.  

 

The change of density of lime mud is quite linear based on solid content when lime mud is in 

powder form. Density increases rapidly approximately from 0.7–1.0 kg/dm3 to 1.5-1.6 kg/dm3 

when form of lime mud turns to mud form. Due to incomplete mixing of samples density stays 

much lower than well mixed samples. One possible explanation for lower density is high 

volume of air still in structure of lime mud, which is pressed out with good mixing that leads to 

rise in density.  
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7 Rheological Experiments 

Rheological experiments were done with Anton Paar MCR302 rheometer in Figure 29. The 

used measuring geometries were included was plate-plate geometry PP08, stirrer geometry 

ST24 and cylinder and cup geometer CC27-Ti. Measurements with CC27-Ti geometry was 

overruled due to uneven cylinder filling and different results from repeat test from the same 

samples. Pictures of measuring geometries are presented in Figure 30. 

 

Figure 29. Anton Paar’s MCR302 rheometer that is used in rheological experiments. 
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Samples were made by adding needed amount of water to 500 grams of lime mud slowly and 

evenly stirring it manually simultaneously. Solid content was measured straight after 

rheological experiments using oven at about 105°C temperature 24 to 72 hours. All the 

measured samples were filmed after measurement and pictures are presented in attachments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 30. Measuring geometries used in rheological experiments. PP08 measuring 

geometry is at the left, ST24 measuring geometry is at the middle and CC27-Ti 

measuring geometry is at right.  

 

7.1  Amplitude Sweep Test with Plate-Plate measuring system 

Amplitude sweep test was done with Anton Paar’s PP08 measuring geometry. Lime mud 

amplitude sweep test were performed with sample cake that has 30 mm diameter and height of 

2 mm. Diameter of sample cakes stayed constant during measurements, but height of the cakes 

varied between 1.9 – 2.7 mm. Compression between cake and plate was set on 0.5 N 

automatically and but it varies during measurements between 0.25-0.6 N. Storage modulus and 

loss modulus was measured 25 times during each experiment at steps by changing shear strain. 

Maximum value of shear strain during measurements was 10 1/s and loss factor reached over 

one at all measurements. Shear stress values at moment when loss factor is one versus solid 

content in presented in Figure 31.  
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Figure 31. Loss factor at value of one versus solid content of lime mud. 

 

Shear stress values at loss factor of value of one is lower at low solid content lime mud and 

increases to certain point until shear stress value collapses. Shear stress value starts increasing 

after drop slowly within increasing solid content. Number of deviations at the results increases 

with lower solid contents and deviation is much smaller at higher solid contents. 

7.2 Lime muds viscosity curves and flow curves  

Presented results are averages of three measurements from same sample by using ST24 

measuring system et rheometer. Measurement was done by filling cup to full when measuring 

system was in cylinder. Flow curves is shown in Figure 32 and viscosity curves is shown in 

Figure 33. 
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Figure 32. Shear stress versus shear rate with different solid contents of lime mud. Solid 

content of each curve is presented at right. Solid content of limemud samples is 

presented as solid content divided by highest solid content which is used in this 

experiment. Highest solid content of each experiment got value of 1. 

 

Flow curves are quite similar before lime muds structural change from wet powder to mud 

occurs. Shear stress keeps rising till values of 100 (1/s) shear rate before the structure of lime 

mud collapses in measuring cylinder and starts rotating with the mixer. In the sample which is 

already changed to mud form same happened much faster. 

 

Figure 33. Viscosity versus shear rate with different solid contents of lime mud. Solid 

content of each curve is presented at right. 
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Results of viscosity curves are quite similar as flow curves. Results of the mud form of lime 

mud is different than results of wet powder form. Viscosities in different solid contents drop 

down to close zero beyond shear rate of 10 1/s. 

7.2.1 Effect of Temperature on Viscosity Curve and Flow Curve 

Effect of temperature to viscosity curve and flow curve measurements were done with ST24 

measuring geometry. Measurements were performed similar way as flow curve and viscosity 

curve measurements only exception was that samples were heated up to wanted temperature at 

6 minutes before measurement. Heating time was chosen based on temperature of rheometer 

and within 6 minutes temperature of cylinder was also at same temperature as heating part of 

rheometer. Flow curves is shown in Figure 34 and viscosity curves is shown in Figure 35 at 

same solid content within 20°C, 40°C and 60°C. 

 

Figure 34. Shear stress versus shear rate with different temperatures at same solid content. 

Orange curve is measured at 60°C, gray curve is measured at 40°C and blue 

curve is measured at 20°C. 

 

Flow curves in different temperatures are quite similar versus each other. At the higher 

temperature shear stress is slightly higher than at lower temperatures and structure of lime mud 

collapses little later and starts rotating with measuring geometry at measuring cylinder. It can 

be assumed that some of moisture evaporates from cake to the surfaces of cylinder during 

heating and effect result by that way. 
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Figure 35. Viscosity versus shear rate with different temperatures at solid content of 76.1m-

%, viscosity curve. Orange curve is measured at 60°C, gray curve is measured 

at 40°C and blue curve is measured at 20°C. 

 

Viscosity curves behaves quite similar as flow curves. Viscosity is higher at high temperature 

at same shear rate than at low temperature. Viscosity drops to the zero when structure of lime 

mud starts to rotate with measuring geometry. 

 

7.3 Viscosity curves and flow curves with Cylinder and Cup measuring system 

Rheological measurements were performed with cylinder and cup measuring system CC27-Ti. 

Mechanical problem based on filling the cylinder homogenously with lime mud make 

rheological measurements challenging by that way. Repeatability became big problem during 

measurements and the way of filling the cup has more effect on results than solid content. After 

measurement lime mud was not filling cup homogenous and was unsuitable for powder 

measurements based on that. In the Figure 36 is presented cup after measurement when cylinder 

is lifted form the cup. 
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Figure 36. CC27-Ti measuring system after measurement. 
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8 Compressibility Experiments 

Compressibility experiments were done with hydraulic piston press. The compression pressure 

is calculated from diameter of work cylinder and compressing cylinder. The diameter of work 

cylinder is 40 mm and the diameter of compressing cylinder is 97.6 mm. The compression 

pressure is approximately 6 (1:5.95) times smaller than work pressure based on areas of 

cylinders. Area of work cylinder is 1256.6 mm2 and area of compression cylinder 7481.5 mm2. 

Height of cylinder chamber is 515 mm and height of piston is 50 mm. All parts of piston press 

were made from steel and friction forces between piston and cylinder were considered minimal.   

Compressibility experiment were performed with two different methods. Those methods were 

compression with constant pressure and compression with increasing pressure. Compressed 

lime mud solid form varies from wet lime mud to powder form. Cake volumes were in all 

compression experiments 3 dl, which means height of 40.1 mm. During experiments the 

compression pressure and position of piston was measured 10 times in a second. Marginal of 

error with pressure indicator was about 0.2 bar and with wire draw encoder it was about 0,1 

mm. A schematic picture of the piston press and main parts of piston press are presented in 

Figure 37.  

 

Figure 37. A schematic figure of the piston press where: cylinder of the press (1), piston 

(2), compressed cake (3), guide bars (4), pressure indicator (5), wire draw 
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encoder of piston position (6), plastic hose (7) and computer (8). Grey lines 

represent incoming data from pressure indicator and wire draw encoder.  

 

The bottom section of cylinder includes steel grid and small tilt towards fluid outlet before 

plastic hose. During compression experiments at top of steel grid is used wet strengthened 

Whatman filter paper from GE Healthcare. The filter papers used had a 90mm diameter. To 

avoid leaks in the cylinder a rubber O-rings were used at bottom section between steel grid and 

bottom section and between cylinder and bottom section. Pictures of bottom section and 

cylinder are presented in Figure 38. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 38. Picture of compressing cylinder (left) and bottom section of cylinder (right). 

 

8.1 Compression with constant pressure 

Constant pressure measurements were performed by setting first compression pressure to 

wanted value by manually in empty cylinder. After that the piston is lifted and cylinder is filled 

with 3 dl of lime mud. Lime mud cake is then compressed until the movement of piston is less 

than 0.1 mm in the last 30 seconds. 
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8.1.1 Saturation measurements 

Saturations are calculated with Equation 12. Solid density of lime mud is used same density as 

CaCO3 which is 2.711 kg/dm3 (SurfaceNet, 2021). Volume of liquid used in saturation 

calculations are based on cake mass and solid content before compression reduced the amount 

of expelled liquid during compression. Amount of extruded liquid with solid contents on 

presented in Table III. 

Table III. Amounts of extruded liquids at compression tests with different solid contents 

and compression pressures. Solid content of limemud samples is presented as 

solid content divided by highest solid content which is used in this experiment. 

Highest solid content of each experiment got value of 1. 

Solid content, - Mass of filtrate, g Solid content of filtrate, m-% Pressure, bar 

1 0 0,0 2,9 

1 0 0,0 3,8 

1 0 0,0 4,7 

1 5,6 0,7 40,1 

0.97 0 0,0 2,9 

0.97 5,3 11,1 4,0 

0.97 2 6,5 4,8 

0.97 33,4 5,4 40,3 

0.94 42,1 6,9 40,2 

0.91 1,1 4,5 2,9 

0.91 8,1 12,0 3,8 

0.91 7,6 19,5 4,9 

0.91 46,9 1,1 40,3 

 

 

The amount of extruded water during compression increases when solid content decreases or 

compression pressure increases. At the highest compression pressure at 40 bar had smallest 

solid content in filtrate. At the low compression pressure between 3-5 bars the amount of 

extruded water didn’t increased in proportion to the increased pressure. Based on results with 

compression pressure under 5 bar there was no direct relation between compression pressure 

and extruded water. The cylinder and bottom section of the cylinder might have effect on 

compression at low pressure. Saturation of lime mud cakes with various solid contents versus 

time with 3 bar compression pressure is presented in Figure 39, 4 bar in Figure 40 and at 5 bar 

in Figure 41. 
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Figure 39. Saturation of cake presented versus compression time with 3 bar pressure and 

dimensionless solid content is presented at right. 

 

Figure 40. Saturation of cake presented versus compression time with 4 bar pressure and 

dimensionless solid content is presented at right. 

 

Figure 41. Saturation of cake presented versus compression time with 5 bar pressure and 

dimensionless solid content is presented at right. 
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Saturation changes under low pressure compression occurs little bit faster than with higher solid 

content lime mud samples. Final level of saturation is reached also faster with higher solid 

content, when lime mud is not fully saturated yet. Saturation is presented at function of cake 

volume with low pressure are presented in Figures 42-44. 

 

 

Figure 42. Saturation of cake versus cake volume during compression with 3 bar pressure 

dimensionless solid content is presented at right. 

 

 

Figure 43. Saturation of cake versus cake volume during compression with 4 bar pressure 

dimensionless solid content is presented at right. 
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Figure 44. Saturation of cake versus cake volume during compression with 5 bar pressure 

dimensionless solid content is presented at right. 

 

Cake volume had direct relation to the saturation based on results above in Figures 42-44. Based 

on results above saturation changes are linear at point when void volume of cake is decreased 

to final level with used pressure. At early stages of compression when void volume is higher in 

powder form saturation rises exponential in proportion to the change in volume until void 

volume is decreased final level of compression. Relations of saturations and pressure is 

presented in Figures 45-47. 

 

Figure 45. Saturation of cake versus pressure with 3 bar compression pressure 

dimensionless solid content is presented at right. 
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Figure 46. Saturation of cake versus pressure with 4 bar compression pressure and 

dimensionless solid content is presented at right. 

 

 

Figure 47. Saturation of cake versus pressure with 5 bar compression pressure and 

dimensionless solid content is presented as right. 

 

Compression pressure had direct relation to the saturation based on Figures 45-47. Final level 

of saturation is reached faster with higher solid content than lower when the final compression 

pressure is achieved and kept until the final saturation level is achieved. There is little bit wobble 

at final level of pressure based on piston type and measuring error.   
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8.1.2 Porosity measurements 

Porosity measurement were performed same time as saturation measurements and are 

calculated from same data. Porosity calculations are based on equation 4e1. Relation between 

compression time and porosity with low pressure compression is presented in Figures 48-50. 

 

Figure 48. Porosity of lime mud cake versus time with constant pressure of 3 bar. 

Dimensionless solid content is presented at right. 

 

Figure 49. Porosity of lime mud cake versus time with constant pressure of 4 bar. 

Dimensionless solid content is presented at right. 
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Figure 50. Porosity of lime mud cake versus time with constant pressure of 5 bar. 

Dimensionless solid content is presented at right. 

 

Porosities during compression time had quite similar change based on solid content of lime 

mud. Porosity sets quite fast to the final value during compression and with higher solid content 

the porosity sets faster to its the final value. Porosity changes during compression were minimal 

but samples with lower solid content sets to the final value slower. Porosity is presented as 

function of cake volume in Figures 51-53. 

 

Figure 51. Porosity of lime mud cake versus cake volume of compressed cake during 

compression with constant pressure of 3 bar. Dimensionless solid content is 

presented at right. 
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Figure 52. Porosity of lime mud cake versus cake volume of compressed cake during 

compression with constant pressure of 4 bar. Dimensionless solid content is 

presented at right. 

 

Figure 53. Porosity of lime mud cake versus cake volume of compressed cake during 

compression with constant pressure of 5 bar. Dimensionless solid content is 

presented at right. 

 

Porosity changes presented as function of cake volume with low compression pressure behave 

like before experiments. The density change at low solid content lime mud cakes is very clearly 

to see as small porosity and cake volume change during compression. Porosities are presented 

as function of compression pressure in Figures 54-56. 
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Figure 54. Porosity of lime mud cake versus pressure of compressed cake during 

compression with constant pressure of 3 bar. Dimensionless solid content is 

presented at right. 

 

Figure 55. Porosity of lime mud cake versus pressure of compressed cake during 

compression with constant pressure of 4 bar. Dimensionless solid content is 

presented at right. 
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Figure 56. Porosity of lime mud cake versus pressure of compressed cake during 

compression with constant pressure of 5 bar. Dimensionless solid content is 

presented at right. 

 

Porosity changes based on pressure behaved like experiments before and no major changes 

were measured with low pressure compression between 3 – 5 bars. Porosity decreased at lower 

solid content samples until amount of liquid starts to extrude out of cake during compression 

and starting effect on porosity by that way to increasing it. 

8.1.3 Compression test of lime mud 

Compression of lime mud was tested with constant pressures approximately 3, 4, 5, 38 and 40 

bars. Pressure was kept till movement of piston was under 0.1mm at last 30 seconds, which is 

marginal of measuring error of piston press. Compression is calculated by comparing final 

position of the cylindrical piston to the height of the 3dl lime mud cake before compression and 

it is presented as cake volume change is presented versus solid content in Figure 57. 
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Figure 57. Cake volume change during compression with constant pressure versus different 

solid contents of lime mud. Cake volume change is calculated by volume after 

compression divide by volume before compression. 

 

Volume changes of lime mud behaves quite similarly under compression with different 

pressures at same solid contents. Volume change of lime mud is smaller for mud form lime 

mud and increases rapidly after certain point when lime mud is more at wet powder form. The 

compressibility of lime mud at dry powder is quite stable and don’t increase a lot anymore after 

certain point. 

8.2 Compression with increasing pressure 

Compression experiments with increasing pressure were performed with piston press by 

increasing pressure manually. Pressure was increased from 0 to 40 bars slowly keeping pressure 

on cake all the time. Cake saturation as function of cake volume is presented in Figure 58. 
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Figure 58. Cake saturation versus cake volume with increasing pressure of piston from 0 to 

40 bars with different solid contents of lime mud. Dimensionless solid content 

is presented at right. 

 

The saturation of cake increases with decreasing cake volume. That is based on volume of 

liquids staying constant or decreasing slowly in lime mud cake during liquid is extruded. At the 

same time volume of voids in the cake is decreasing leading to higher saturation level. During 

experiments cake saturation act vice versa based on increasing pressure leading to smaller cake 

volume. Cake saturation level as function of pressure is presented in Figure 59. 

 

Figure 59. Cake saturation versus compression pressure of piston press with different solid 

contents of lime mud. Dimensionless solid content is presented at right. 
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The saturation level of cakes increases with higher compression pressure of the cake. Maximum 

saturation level is reached sooner with lower than high solid content. Saturation level reached 

to 100% approximately at 70m-% solid content of lime mud with compression pressure of 40 

bar. Porosity as function of cake volume is presented in Figure 60. 

 

Figure 60. Cake porosity versus cake volume with increasing pressure of piston from 0 to 

40 bars with different solid contents of lime mud. Dimensionless solid content 

is presented at right. 

 

Porosity of lime mud cake increases with increasing cake volume at all solid contents. Porosity 

decreases with decreasing solid content of lime mud  generally, but porosity starts to increase 

after certain point. At the three lowest solid contents in Figure 60 can be seen the porosity start 

increasing during decreasing solid content, that might be based on increasing amount of 

extruded liquid from cake form during compression. Cake porosity is presented as function of 

compression pressure in Figure 61. 
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Figure 61. Cake porosity versus compression pressure of piston press with different initial 

solid contents of lime mud. Dimensionless solid content is presented at right. 

 

Porosity decreases as function of compression pressure at all solid content quite similar way. 

Starting porosity changes based solid content before compression. Generally, at the lower solid 

content porosity is also lower with higher pressure. Volume change of compressed lime mud 

cakes is presented in Figure 62. 

 

Figure 62. The volume change of cake versus compression pressure of piston press with 

different solid contents of lime mud. Dimensionless solid content is presented at 

right. 
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The volume changes of lime mud cakes under compression at powder form lime mud were over 

50% from original volume and at mud form it was decreased by 30% form original volume. 

The main difference at volume change is based on volume of voids before compression. Powder 

form lime mud has way more voids in its structure than mud form.  
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9 Screw Press Experiments 

The main goal of the screw press experiments was measure an effect of rotational compression 

on density change of lime mud. The shell of the screw press was 56 cm long within 10.5 cm 

inner diameter. Screw diameter was 10 cm which leaves 2.5 mm gap between screw and shell. 

Shaft of screw was 5 cm and blades of screw were 2.5 cm long when watched from the shaft. 

Shape of the screw increases compression during transportation. Maximum rotational speed of 

screw was 90 rpm. Screw press is presented in Figure 63. 

  

Figure 63. Screw press type that was used in experiments. 

 

Screw pressing experiments were performed with open end screw press and screw press with 

plugged screw press. Open end screw press models screw conveyer and goal is measure how 

to rotational forces effect lime mud properties. Plugged screw press experiments were done to 

measure combined effect of rotational and compressing forces. Samples were made by adding 
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needed amount of water to approximately 10 kilograms of lime mud slowly and evenly stirring 

it. In Figure 64 is presented open end and plugged end setup at screw press. 

  

Figure 64. Pictures of open end (left) and plugged end (right) screw press setups during 

experiments.  

 

During experiments lime mud feed was kept as stable as possible in same time preventing the 

screw feed from clogging. Lime mud didn’t clog at outlet of the screw with open end but with 

plugged end it clogged. 

9.1 Screw Press Experiments with Open End 

Screw press experiment with open end were performed with increasing speed of screw by steps 

from 0 rpm to 90 rpm. Lime mud was at all the time visually observed during experiments to 

detect major changes in density. Bulk density changes before and after open end screw press 

experiment is presented in Figure 65. 
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Figure 65. Density of lime mud before (left) and after (right) screw press experiments with 

open end at different solid contents. Dimensionless solid content is presented at 

right. 

 

Changes in density during experiments were minimal with open end screw. Solid content or 

rotational speed of screw were not significantly effective to density changes of lime mud with 

open end screw experiment based on these results. Solid content changes before and after open 

end screw press experiment is presented in Figure 66. 

 

Figure 66. Solid content of lime mud before (left) and after (right) screw press experiments 

with open end screw. Dimensionless solid content is presented at right. 
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Solid content changes during open end screw press experiments were also minimal based on 

drying during transportation at screw press. Solid content of lime mud increased little bit during 

open end screw press experiment. Only exceptions were measured at the low solid content were 

solid content dropped at some samples. Density of lime mud samples at open end screw press 

experiments in presented in Figure 67.  

 

Figure 67. Bulk density of lime mud during open end screw press experiments as functions 

of solid content. Lime densities which changed at different solid content than 

before are marked as red dots. 

 

Density of lime mud during open end screw press experiments were similar as before. Density 

changes was measured little bit later than earlier experiment, which may be due to incomplete 

mixing of lime mud. 

 

9.2 Screw Press Experiments with Plugged End 

Screw press experiments with plugged end were performed with 4 different rotational speeds 

7rpm, 14rpm, 20 rpm and 28 rpm. Densities and solid contents were measured after every 

experiment. Densities of lime mud at each experiment is presented in Figure 68 and solid 

contents in Figure 69. 
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Figure 68. Density of lime mud before and after screw press experiments with plugged end 

at different solid contents. Screw speeds were 7, 14, 20 and 28 rpm at 

experiments. Dimensionless solid content is presented at right. 

 

Changes in density of lime mud were minimal in different rotational speeds of screw. Density 

changes at plugged end screw were little bit bigger than open end screw but not significantly.    

 

Figure 69. Solid content of lime mud before and after screw press experiments with 

plugged end at different solid contents. Screw speeds were 7, 14, 20 and 28 rpm 

at experiments. Dimensionless solid content is presented at right. 
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The changes in solids content were generally small, but trend was that samples dried up little 

bit during experiments. Lime mud turned from wet powder to mud form at a way higher solid 

content than before. Jump on lime mud density change happened about 10 m-% higher solid 

content than open end and density raised to 1.8 kg/dm3 also. Densities during plugged screw 

test are presented in Figure 70.  

 

Figure 70. Density of lime mud during plugged screw press experiments as functions of 

solid content.  

 

Density changes appear to be due to particle size change to smaller size leading to bigger role 

for solids on volume of lime mud. After plugged end test particle size distribution of lime mud 

was measured and it is presented in the Figure 71. Cumulative particle size distribution is 

presented in Figure 72. 
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Figure 71. Particle size distribution of lime mud after plugged end screw press experiments 

is presented at red curve and particle size before test sis presented at blue curve. 

 

Main values to indicators of particle size were d10=1.8 µm, d50=8.7 µm and d90=24.0 µm after 

plugged end screw tests. Particle size of lime mud decreased significantly during screw press 

experiments. Which effected to density of lime mud and changed solid content area for lime 

mud to turning from powder form to mud from. Smaller particle size also increased density of 

lime mud in powder and mud form. 
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Figure 72. Particle size cumulative distribution of lime mud after plugged end screw press 

experiments is presented at red curve and particle size cumulative distribution 

before tests is presented at blue curve. 

9.3 Particle Size Changes During Screw Press Experiments 

Particle size changes were measured at mainly by plugged end screw press setup based on solid 

content changes and effect of rotational speed of screw on particle size changes. With open end 

screw press were used to measure an effect of high rotational speed to particle size at 90 rpm 

speed. Plugged end screw press experiments were performed at 7, 28 and 42 rounds per minute 

(rpm) rotational speeds. All lime mud samples were used only once in particle size change 

measurements at plugged screw press experiments. In Table IV is presented an effect of 

rotational speed between 7 and 42 rpm to particle size.  
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Table IV. Particle size changes between 7 and 42 rpm at plugged end screw press 

experiment. Solid content of lime mud is presented in table as solid content 

divided by highest solid content of this experiment, so it is dimensionless, -. 

Particle size before/after is calculated as particle size after divided by particle 

size before.  

Before After 7rpm  Particle size 
after/before 

After 42 rpm Particle size 
after/before 0.98 ,- μm 1 ,- μm 1 ,- μm 

D [3;2] 9,15 D [3;2] 7,94 87 % D [3;2] 7,23 79 % 

D [4;3] 24,4 D [4;3] 16,9 69 % D [4;3] 16,7 68 % 

Dx (10) 5,29 Dx (10) 4,51 85 % Dx (10) 3,9 74 % 

Dx (50) 16,2 Dx (50) 14,2 88 % Dx (50) 13,5 83 % 

Dx (90) 38,9 Dx (90) 32,2 83 % Dx (90) 32 82 % 

Dx (15) 6,9 Dx (15) 5,99 87 % Dx (15) 5,35 78 % 

Before After 7 rpm Particle size 
after/before 

After 42 rpm Particle size 
after/before 0.908 ,- μm 0.914 ,- μm 0.914 ,- μm 

D [3;2] 8,98 D [3;2] 3,88 43 % D [3;2] 7,44 83 % 

D [4;3] 20,6 D [4;3] 19,8 96 % D [4;3] 17,6 85 % 

Dx (10) 5,18 Dx (10) 3,03 58 % Dx (10) 4,03 78 % 

Dx (50) 15 Dx (50) 12,6 84 % Dx (50) 13,7 91 % 

Dx (90) 37,1 Dx (90) 31,4 85 % Dx (90) 32,4 87 % 

Dx (15) 6,8 Dx (15) 4,49 66 % Dx (15) 5,5 81 % 

 

Particle size changes were bigger at 42 rpm than 7 rpm at high solid content lime mud sample 

and at the lower solid content sample particle size decreased more with 7 rpm rotation speed 

than 42 rpm in general consideration based on of particle size indicators. Both samples in Table 

IV were at powder form. In Table V is presented effect of solid content to change of particle 

size with constant rotational speed in each experiment. 
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Table V. Effect of solid content to particle size with constant rotational speed. Solid 

content of lime mud is presented in table as solid content divided by highest 

solid content of this experiment, so it is dimensionless, -. Particle size 

before/after is calculated as particle size after divided by particle size before for 

each particle size indicator. 

Rotational speed of 28 rpm 

Before After 
Particle size after/before 

0.994 ,- μm 1 ,- μm 

D [3;2] 9,25 D [3;2] 7,84 85 % 

D [4;3] 21,6 D [4;3] 17,9 83 % 

Dx (10) 5,28 Dx (10) 4,3 81 % 

Dx (50) 16,2 Dx (50) 14,5 90 % 

Dx (90) 38,2 Dx (90) 33,6 88 % 

Dx (15) 6,9 Dx (15) 5,88 85 % 

Before After 
Particle size after/before 

0,963, - μm 0.973 ,- μm 

D [3;2] 7,12 D [3;2] 7,39 104 % 

D [4;3] 19,9 D [4;3] 17,3 87 % 

Dx (10) 4,85 Dx (10) 3,97 82 % 

Dx (50) 15,5 Dx (50) 14 90 % 

Dx (90) 35,4 Dx (90) 33,1 94 % 

Dx (15) 6,47 Dx (15) 5,5 85 % 

Before After 
Particle size after/before 

0,911 .- μm 0,908 ,- μm 

D [3;2] 9,08 D [3;2] 6,59 73 % 

D [4;3] 18,9 D [4;3] 22,5 119 % 

Dx (10) 5,04 Dx (10) 3,22 64 % 

Dx (50) 15,8 Dx (50) 15,7 99 % 

Dx (90) 36,1 Dx (90) 39,2 109 % 

Dx (15) 6,69 Dx (15) 5,26 79 % 

 

The effect of solid contents to particle size decreasing were generally smaller than rotational 

speed of the screw. The variance between the different particle size indicators were much bigger 

based on changes in solid content than rotational speed based on results in Table IV and V. 

Particle size decrease at open end screw press experiments is presented in Table VI. 

Table VI. Particle size decrease at open end screw press setup experiment.  

Before After 90rpm  Particle size 
after/before 0.975 ,- μm 1 ,- μm 

D [3;2] 8,98 D [3;2] 8,2 91 % 

D [4;3] 20,6 D [4;3] 19,2 93 % 

Dx (10) 5,18 Dx (10) 4,6 89 % 

Dx (50) 15 Dx (50) 14,8 99 % 

Dx (90) 37,1 Dx (90) 34,3 92 % 

Dx (15) 6,8 Dx (15) 6,1 90 % 
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Particle size decreased overall less in open end screw setup than plugged end experiments. The 

rotational speed was significantly higher at open end test than plugged end test. The effect of 

particle size to specific surface area is presented in Figure 73. 

 

Figure 73. Specific surface area presented as function of particle size distribution 

indicators d10, d50 and d90 of lime mud.  

 

Specific surface area of lime mud correlates with particle size and when amount of small 

particle size rises the surface area rises the most as it can be assumed. There is gap at specific 

surface area data from approximately 900 m2/kg to 1400 m2/kg in this master thesis. The reason 

for the gap is unknown, but it might be linked to particle size analysis method. Combined effect 

of particle size and solid content to density changes for lime mud is presented in Figure 74. 
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Figure 74. Particle size values of d10, d50 and d90 presented versus solid content of lime 

mud. Dots represents particle size of lime mud samples which are in mud form 

and triangles represents particle size at powder form samples. Classification 

between mud form and powder form is based on density of lime mud over 1.55 

kg/dm3. Over 1.55 kg/dm3 is considered as mud form and below that is 

considered as powder form. All samples were visually observed during 

experiments and confirmed based on that also are they in powder or mud form 

and the separator of that was also 1.55 kg/dm3. 

 

Density change from powder form to mud form is highly linked on particle size and solid 

content of lime mud based on results in Figure 74. Lime mud in smaller particle size turns from 

powder form to mud form at higher solid content than lime mud in bigger particle size. In 

smaller particle size lime mud particles are likely to be organized closer to each other which 

leads to smaller void volume in lime mud. Smaller void volume allows saturation to increase 

to 100% at lower solid content, which leads gases outflowing from lime mud structure. When 

gas leaks out of structure of lime mud the density increases rapidly.  
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10 Conclusion 

The main objective of this study was to find the factors that influence the density change and 

rheology of lime mud during compression. The phenomenon of change from powder form to 

mud form was especially under study and the combined effect of the factors influencing were 

studied. 

The literature part of this master thesis has a short introduction to white liquor plant of pulp 

mill and the role of lime mud in the process. Basic theory of rheology and compression was 

also discussed by focusing on powders and suspensions. The general properties of lime mud 

were also discussed at the end of literature part. 

The experimental part of this master thesis includes rheological measurements and hydraulic 

press and screw press experiments. Rheological measurement was performed with a rheometer 

and flow curve, viscosity curve and loss factor of lime mud were measured at different solids 

contents. Viscosity curve and flow curve were measured with cup and stirrer measuring system 

and loss factor experiment was performed with plate-plate measuring system. Hydraulic press 

compression experiments measured saturation, porosity and volume change of lime mud under 

compression. Screw press experiments were performed with open-end and plugged end screw 

press setups. Open-end screw press modelled the effect of screw conveyor on lime mud 

properties and plugged end experiments measured the combined effect of rotation and 

compression to particle size of lime mud. 

Results of rheological experiments showed effect of solid content on rheological properties of 

lime mud. Viscosity curves and flow curves at different solids contents showed remarkable and 

rapid change in viscosity and shear stress at a certain solid content. The results of the loss factor 

experiment show changes in the rheological properties of lime mud at higher solid content than 

viscosity curve and flow curve changed remarkably. The required shear stress to change the 

viscoelastic interaction of the lime mud particles from more elastic to viscous in the rotational 

compression decreased as the liquid content increases. After certain solid content shear stress 

still peaked remarkably at powder form. After the peak the needed shear stress value kept 

decreasing with rising liquid content of lime mud and there were no major changes at same 

solid content area as flow curve and viscosity curve had a major change. 

Hydraulic press experiments results showed the effect of compressive force or stress to change 

of saturation and porosity of lime mud cake. The porosity of lime mud decreased 
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simultaneously with decreasing solid content at powder form. Porosity changed significantly at 

the moment when form of lime turned from powder to mud. The change in porosity decrease 

was detected at approximately the same solid content as changes in viscosity curve and flow 

curve appeared. Porosity started to increase after point when liquid started to extrude out of 

cake in mud form. Saturation of lime mud increased simultaneously as compressing pressure 

increased and with 40 bars compression pressure the 100%-saturation was reached at little bit 

higher solid content than viscosity curve and flow curve changed at rheological experiments. 

Volume changes behaviour of lime mud cake under compression at different solids contents 

were quite similar between low-pressure and high-pressure compression. The higher pressure 

just caused bigger decrease in cake volume during compression. 

Results of screw press experiments showed effect of particle size on density change 

phenomenon of lime mud. Particle size decreased generally in every screw press experiments, 

one possible explanation for this is breaks of agglomerations between particles of lime mud. 

Particle size decreased more in plugged end screw press experiments than open end screw. 

Effect of solid content to particle size decreasing implicates that particle size decreased more 

at higher solid content than low solid content. Effect of rotational speed to particle size 

decreasing implicates that at higher solid content particle size decreased more at higher 

rotational speed and when solid content drops under certain point particle size starts to decrease 

more with lower rotational speed. Results of particle size decreasing are based on effect on solid 

content and rotational speed based on small sample size data of this thesis and it will need more 

experimental data to be confirmed or overruled. 

Based on all results of experimental part, the main factor to density changes of lime mud is 

relation of particle size and solid content. Smaller particle size lime mud turns from powder 

form to mud form at higher solid content than bigger particle size lime mud and vice versa. In 

the chemical recovery process, there is multiple ways to avoid powder form turning to mud 

form for lime mud. Some ways to avoid it could be optimized filtration pressures of lime mud 

to reach needed solid content to avoid density change of lime mud. Lime mud could be also 

transported by method which is not target rotational compression forces to it when at powder 

form. In generally it could be easier to control solid content of powder form lime mud than 

particle size of it. Options to prevent density changes of powder form lime mud during 

transportation must always be considered on a case by case, as the chemical recovery site of 

pulp mill is a complex process.  
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Recommendation for further studies based on results of this thesis are: 

1. Measure the relation between compressing force to particle size decreasing. Is there any 

limit for compressing force whereby the particle size decreasing increases rapidly or can 

be measured at the first time? 

2. Measure void volume versus volume of lime mud ratio when major density changes 

occurs as function of particle size, specific surface area or solid content? Void volume 

could be measured by multidirectional compression or vacuuming for example. 

3. Rheological experiments based on how time related the density changes phenomenon 

is it for lime mud? 

4. Research or review from other powder form materials and if the same phenomenon 

possible to measure for them based on similar factors like particle size, solid content 

and density? 

5. Research of effect on solid content and rotational speed for particle size decreasing of 

lime mud under rotational and compressional forces.  

6. Is it possible to build a density model for solid, liquid, gas suspension that suits multiple 

different material based on compositions of those phases and particle sizes of each 

phases? Would modified density functional theory could be one suitable solution to 

build it? 
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